CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISER. Syracuse, N.Y., 1893. Add to note: No. 2 is dated March 3, 1893.

CORREO LUZITANO. Lisbona, 1888-90. Delete: "Washing second year no. 8."


CORRESPONDANT. Le Correspondant. Vol. 168. September 35, 1892. [Contains an article "Le timbre-poste et les timbres fiscaux" by G. des Chesses.]


CYCLONE. Eida, Wis., 1900-03. Fill in Oct. as the date of the last number of vol. ii. Delete the second sentence of the note: "Nos. were published... paper wrappers" and add after: "published together": The double number 9-10, vol. ii., and no. 1, vol. iii., were published at Golden, Colo., by Fred Billings and no. 3, vol. m. was published by the same at Great, Mo. Nos. 1-8, vol. i., are octavo, nos. 9-12, vol. i., and nos. 1-10, vol. ii., are folio. The two nos. of vol. m. are octavo and there is a coloured paper wrapper to each of these. Add: Mis. St. Jour. 136 (8).

CYNOSURE. Milosevuki, Wys., 1897. Add name of the publisher: George J. Ireink. Add size: 12. 7½ in. Add dates: [?]—Oct., 1897. Add to note: I have only seen no. 4; page 1 of this is unnumbered, but the coloured paper wrapper bears "Vol. i., no. 4."


DIARIO DE CÁDIZ. Diario de Cádiz. November-December, 1878. [Contains a series of articles with the title "El correo en España. Algunos, papeletas, bibliográficas. Hilvanadas por el Doctor Thebnssem."] Cádiz, D. Federico Joly y Velasco, 1878. * These articles have been cut out, posted on sheets of paper and bound in book form. The "Diario de Cádiz" was printed at the printing-office of the "Revista Medica."

DOMINION PHILATELIST. Beaver, South Dakota, 1889-97. Add to note: Copies of H. F. Ketcheson's catalogues of his auction sales of stamps of August 13, [1890] and August 36, 1891, were circulated with no. 7 of 1890 and no. 30 of 1891, respectively. And copies of T. S. Clark's catalogue of his second auction sale of stamps of April 19, 1892, were circulated with no. 39.

DOMINION PHILATELIST. Toronto, 1903-95. [Continued as:] Dominion philatelist and Canadian youth. After year date to 1905-09. Fill in: Vols. I. 87 nos. and delete: "In progress."


Add to note: Nos. 1 and 2, 2-6, of vol. iv., nos. 4 and 5, 7 and 8, 9 and 11 and 12, vol. v., nos. 4-6, 7-12, vol. vi., were severally published together, and the numbers of vol. vi., have coloured paper wrappers.

EAGLE. North Wales, Pa., 1896-97. Add to note: No. 2 is dated "96" in place of "97. No. 5 has a paper wrapper.

EAGLE PHILATELIST. Philadelphia, Pa., 1896. Add to note: No. 1 has a supplement of two pages.

EAGLET. Carry, Pa., 1901. The name of the publisher should be given as: Richard G. Dawson.


ÉCHO DE LA TIMBROLOGIE. Douai, 1887-92. Add to note: No. 44 has a supplemental slip and there is a supplement to no. 48.

The shelfmark is the number adjacent to the entry preceded by the word Crawford.
ECO FILATELICO

ECO FILATELICO. Puerto Plata, 1903. Add: Mis St. Jour. 155 (9).


ENTERPRISE. Webster City, Ia., 1897. Add the name of the publishers: The Golden Hours Philatelic Club. Add size: 32. 44 in. and date: April, 1897. Delete: "Only partly philatelic," and substitute: This is entirely philatelic.


ERDBALL. Okhraduf, 1880. Add note: "There is a title-page and an index.

ESPANA POSTAL. Madrid, 1890-91. Delete: "Wanting no 3".

EUREKA. Sharpsburg, Pa., 1895. Delete all the particulars given and substitute: ---

EUREKA. Eureka. Sharpsburg, Pa., Robert Wickline, 1895.

EVERGREEN MONTHLY. Avon, Wash., 1888. The date should be 1896 not "1886" and there are said to be eight numbers.

EVERY BOY'S MAGAZINE. [Continued as:] Routledge's magazine for boys. [Continued as:] The young gentleman's magazine. Add to note: There is a complete set of all the numbers of these magazines in the library of the British Museum under the Press Mark: P.P. 6753.

EWWANS POSTAL. Ewen's Preisliste von Marken = Neuheiten. Norwood, London, S.E., Bournemouth [printed], 1894. Delete from note: "There is a supplement to no. 348 with the title "Complete catalogue of railway letter stamps," this is numbered "No. 2, and substitute: There are supplements to nos. 347 and 348 with the title "Complete catalogue of railway letter stamps". These are numbered "No 1" and "No. 2", respectively, and add to note: Vol. i. should end with no. 14; nos. 15 and 16 being numbered "vol. 1" in error for vol. ii.; likewise vol. iv. should end with no. 53; no. 54 being numbered "vol. 1" in error for vol. v. Other supplements consist of "Albums, catalogues and other publications, on sale at stall No. 1. London Philatelic Exhibition. No. 1, 23rd May to 1st June, 1906." No. 2 same date: "Ewen's Quotierungen fur Neuen Marken." "Ewen's Preisliste von Marken = Neuheiten" and "Timbres = postes courants cotes par Ewen." The last three are catalogued separately. Alter the year date to: 1899-1922 and fill in: 1029 nos. in xxviii. vols. Delete: "In progress".


EXCHANGE BULLETIN. Erie, Pa., 1904. Add : Mis. St. Jour. 166 (7).

EXCHANGERS' REGISTER. Baldwinsville, N.Y., 1885. Add : No. 3, May, 1885. Add to note : Wanting no. 3.

FADS AND HOBBIES. Baltimore, Md., alter date to: 1906-08. Size: Vol. 13-11 in. Nos. 1-3, May, 1906, March, 1907, February, 1908. Delete : "Its progress" from note and add: Nos. 2 and 3 were published at Chicago, Ill., and no. 3 is found printed on white and also on yellowish white paper. Add : Mis. St. Jour. 156 (3).

FILATELIA. Roma, 1890-93. Add to note: Nos. 19 and 20 are wrongly numbered "Anno II." for Anno III.

FILATELIA. Brasil, 1905-06. Add : Mis. St. Jour. 155 (3).

FILATELIA ANTILLANA. Mapaniquis, 1893. Delete no. 7 from those wanted. Add : 1st year. Feb., Mar., 1897. Nos. 5-6. Omit the last sentence of the note and add: Nos. 5-6 were published together.

FILATELIA UNIVERSAL. Laguna de Tenerife, 1903. Nos. 1-3 measure 9.5 in. inches and the subsequent numbers measure 10 in. Delete no 5 from those wanted.

FILATELIC FACTS AND FALLACIES. San Francisco, Cal., 1889-1901. Add to note: No. 55 has an "extra," which is mentioned in no. 56, page 117.

FILATELICO ASUANO. Asua, 1906. Add : Nos. 3-4, April and May, 1906. Add to note: Nos. 3-4, which measure 11 inches, were published together.

FILATELICO COMERCIAL. San José, 1896-1902. Alter the year date to 1896-1903. Delete no. 6 from those wanted and add: No. 51, published in 1903, is said to be the last number.

FILATELICO COMERCIAL. Guayaquil, 1901. No. 1 is dated June 15, 1901. Add to note: No. 55 has an "extra," which is mentioned in no. 56, page 117.

FILATELICO DE VALENCIA. Valencia, 1902. Delete: "Wanting nos. 2-12," a set of the twelve numbers having been presented to the library by E. D. Bacon. Add : Mis. St. Jour. 172 (10).


FILATELISTA MEXICANO. Monterrey, 1891. Add : No. 2, July 5, 1891.

FILATELISTA SUD-AMERICANO. Buenos Aires, 1893-96. Add to note: There is also a title-page and an index to the third year.

FILATELISTIK REVY. Filatelistisk Revy. Stockholm, F. W. Andrén, 1906. 9°, 28 in. No. 1, April 5, 1906. **The copy in the library was presented by Baron Erik G. E. Läppolescu. Add : Mis. St. Jour. 188 (6).